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THE TANGENT BUNDLE OF AN ALMOST-COMPLEX FREE
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Abstract
The space LV of free loops on a manifold V inherits an

action of the circle group T. When V has an almost-complex
structure, the tangent bundle of the free loopspace, pulled back
to a certain infinite cyclic cover ˜LV , has an equivariant decom-
position as a completion of TV ⊗ (⊕C(k)), where TV is an
equivariant bundle on the cover, nonequivariantly isomorphic
to the pullback of TV along evaluation at the basepoint (and
⊕C(k) denotes an algebra of Laurent polynomials). On a flat
manifold, this analogue of Fourier analysis is classical.

The purpose of this note is to show that the study of the equivariant tangent
bundle of a free smooth loopspace can be reduced to the study of a certain finite-
dimensional vector bundle over that loopspace – at least, provided the underlying
manifold has an almost-complex structure (e.g. it might be symplectic), and if we
are willing to work over a certain interesting infinite-cyclic cover of the loopspace.
The first section below summarizes the basic facts we’ll need from equivariant dif-
ferential topology and geometry, and the second is a quick account of the universal
cover of a symmetric product of circles, which is used in the third section to construct
the promised decomposition of the equivariant tangent bundle. It is interesting that
the covering transformations and the circle act compatibly on the tangent bundle
of the covering, while their action on the splitting commutes only up to a projective
factor.

1. The free loopspace and its universal cover

1.1 If V is a connected compact almost-complex manifold of real dimension 2n, the
space of smooth maps from the circle

S1 = {x ∈ C | |z| = 1}

to V is an (infinite-dimensional) manifold LV , with local charts defined by the
vector bundle neighborhoods of [5 §13]; the tangent space at the loop σ is a vector
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space

TσLV = ΓS1(σ∗TV )

of sections of the pullback of the tangent bundle along σ. The circle group T acts on
LV by rotating loops, and rotation through the angle α lifts to the complex-linear
transformation

α∗ : TσLV → Tσ◦αLV

which sends the section v of σ∗TV to the section

α∗(v)(θ) = v(θ + α)

of (σ ◦α)∗TV . The tangent bundle of LV is thus an (infinite-dimensional) complex
T-equivariant vector bundle; in fact it is the free loopspace of TV . If V is simply-
connected then the free loopspace will be connected; from now on I will assume
this.

Connections on vector bundles pull back, so a connection ∇ on the tangent bundle
of V pulls back to a connection on σ∗TV . Applied to the standard vector field d/dθ
on the circle, the connection defines a derivation

Dσ : TσLV → TσLV

on the tangent space. It is easy to see that the diagram

TσLV
Dσ

//

α∗
��

TσLV

α∗
��

Tσ◦αLV
Dσ◦α

/ / Tσ◦αLV

commutes, or in other words that

α∗Dσ = Dσ◦αα∗ .

If Γi
jk(x) are the connection coefficients in local coordinates at x ∈ V , then

Dσvi(θ) = v̇i(θ) + Γi
jk(σ(θ))σ̇k(θ)vj(θ) = v̇i(θ) + Bi

j(θ)v
j(θ)

and hence

Dσ◦αα∗(v)i(θ) = v̇i(θ + α) + Bi
j(θ + α)vj(θ + α) ,

which is just α∗(Dσv)i(θ).

1.2 A Hermitian metric h on TV defines an inner product

(v, w) =
∫

S1
(v, w)h(θ) dθ

on TσLV . Given such a metric, let ∇ be its associated connection; then [7 III §2.1]

(Dσv, w) + (v, Dσw) =
∫

S1
d(v, w)h(θ)) = 0 ,
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which is to say that Dσ is a skew-adjoint differential operator acting on sections
of a Hermitian vector bundle. The circle is compact and one-dimensional, so Dσ is
elliptic, with discrete (purely imaginary) spectrum.

If C is a closed subset of this spectrum, let PC be the projection onto the span of
the eigenvectors with eigenvalues in C. When C = {h} is a single eigenvalue, Ph

will denote the projection onto the space of associated eigenvectors; thus

PC =
∑

c∈C

Pc : TσLV → TσLV

if C is finite.

If v is an eigenvector of −iDσ with eigenvalue h, then for any integer k,

Dσ(v(θ)eikθ) = Dσ(v(θ))eikθ + ikv(θ)eikθ = i(h + k)v(θ)eikθ ,

so v(θ)eikθ will also be an eigenvector. The eigenvalues of −iDσ therefore fall into
a (finite) set of equivalence classes in R/Z, and any v ∈ TσLV has a Fourier-like
decomposition

v(θ) ∼
∑

k∈Z
vk(θ)eikθ

with coefficients in the (finite-dimensional) vector space TσLX|[0,1) spanned by
eigenvectors of −iDσ with eigenvalues in the half-open interval [0, 1). Since

α∗ ◦Dσ ◦ α−1
∗ = Dσ◦α ,

eigenvectors of Dσ map to eigenvectors of Dσ◦α, so the rotation operator α∗ pre-
serves this vector space. Up to completion there is thus a decomposition, natural in
T, of TσLV as a sum

TσLV |[0,1) ⊗ (⊕k∈ZC(k))

where C(k) is the complex one-dimensional representation of the circle in which
rotation by α acts as multiplication by exp(ikα).

When the metric h is flat this Fourier decomposition is a familiar construction (as
it is over the space of constant loops), but the interval [0, 1) is not closed, so it is
not clear that this decomposition behaves well as the loop varies. That question is
the topic of this note.

1.3 The construction sketched above is classical, but it is usually formulated in
terms of holonomy [1]: a loop σ in V defines a periodic map

σ̃ : R→ R/2πZ→ V

of the line to V , and if v is an eigenvalue of −iDσ with eigenvalue h, then

ṽ(t) = v(t)e(−ht/2π)

(where e(t) abbreviates exp(2πit)) is a section of the vector bundle σ̃∗TV over the
line, which satisfies the first-order differential equation Dσ̃ ṽ = 0 . This section is
consequently determined by its initial conditions: clearly ṽ(0) = v(0), while

ṽ(2π) = e(−h)v(0) ;
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in other words, parallel transport (using the connection ∇) of the vector v(0) around
the loop σ results in a twist by e(−h). The space TσLV |[0,1) spanned by eigenvectors
of−iDσ with eigenvalues in [0, 1) is thus isomorphic to the tangent space Tσ(0)V of V
at the basepoint σ(0), by the map which assigns to an initial vector, its continuation
by parallel transport around the loop. In this picture, exp(iDσ) is the holonomy
operator, and the correspondence v 7→ ṽ sends eigenvectors of Dσ to eigenvectors of
holonomy. This justifies the claim made above, that TσLV |[0,1) is finite-dimensional:
in fact it has complex dimension n.

1.4 A choice of connection on V thus assigns to a loop σ, a unitary automorphism
of Tσ(0)V . This defines the classical holonomy map

LV → Un

which can also be interpreted as the composition

LV → L(BUn) ∼= Un ×BUn → Un

obtained from the free loops on the classifying map for the complex vector bundle
TV (think of BUn as a universal space for complex vector bundles with Hermitian
connection). Stably, the composition

LV → Un ⊂ U → U/O

classifies the canonical polarization of TLV , that being an equivalence class [2 §2]
of decompositions

TLV = T+LV ⊕ T−LV

of the tangent bundle, generalizing the classical decomposition of Fourier modes
into positive and negative frequencies.

Rotating the loop moves the basepoint, which changes the holonomy operator by
conjugation. It follows that the quotient map to the space Ûn of unitary conjugacy
classes is invariant under T-translation. The space of conjugacy classes in a con-
nected Lie group is just the quotient of a maximal torus by the Weyl group, which
in this case is the space Tn/Σn of unordered n-tuples of points on the circle.

1.5 The theorem of Hurewicz implies that

π1(LV ) ∼= H2(V,Z) ,

so LV will not be simply-connected in general. The T-action on the loopspace lifts
to an action on its universal cover, which commutes with the action of H2(V,Z) by
covering transformations: consider the space of maps of a two-disk to V , modulo
the equivalence relation which identifies two maps if they agree on their boundary
circles, and if furthermore the map they then define, from a two-sphere to V , is
nullhomotopic. The circle acts on this model by rotating the disks, while the second
homotopy group of V acts by attaching a bubble at the center of a disk.

The fixed-point set LV T consists of constant loops, but the fixed point set of the
circle action on the universal cover is a disjoint union of copies of V , indexed by
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H2(X,Z). The space of maps to a fibration is again a fibration, so the Hopf con-

struction implies that LS3 is a circle bundle over ˜LS
2
; but the obvious circle action

on the domanin has S3 as its fixed-point set, so the circle action on the universal
cover can be more complicated than one might think.

On fundamental groups the holonomy map induces the homomorphism [2 §2]

b 7→ 2c1(V ) · b : H2(V,Z) → Z

defined by the Kronecker product with the first Chern class of TV ; if the Chern
class is rationally nontrivial, this defines an infinite cyclic cover ˜LV and a map

˜LV → R× SU/SO → R

which is equivariant with respect to covering transformations, such that a generator
q of that group acts on R as translation by d = #(coker 2c1(V )). I will call ˜LV the
holonomy cover of LV ; I’m indebted to Graeme Segal, for suggesting that it is
this cover, rather than the universal one, which is particularly interesting. It will be
convenient to extend this terminology to include LV itself as the holonomy cover,
when the Chern class is (rationally) trivial.

2. Morton’s logarithm

2.0 The main result of this paragraph is the construction of a section

˜log : ˜SPn(T) → SPn(R)

of the quotient map from the space of unordered points on the line, to the universal
cover of the corresponding space of points on the circle. Soon after it was written, I
learned from Elmer Rees that it duplicates the argument of [3], published in 1967.
As the construction is not very long, I have left it unchanged.

2.1 The nth symmetric power SPn(X) of a space X is the quotient Xn/Σn of the
n-fold cartesian product of copies of X by the symmetric group Σn. The action
of the symmetric group on Rn defined by permuting coordinates has an invariant
codimension one subspace Rn−1

0 consisting of vectors whose coordinates sum to
zero, so we can decompose the symmetric power of the real line as a product

SPn(R) ∼= Rn−1
0 /Σn × R ,

where projection onto the last coordinate sends an n-tuple of real numbers to its
average. Let

v 7→
∑

{vk} : Rn → SPn(R)

denote the quotient map. The exponential

t 7→ e(t) : R→ R/Z = T

from the line to the circle defines a map

e : SPn(R) → SPn(T)
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which sends the configuration
∑

{vk} in R to the configuration
∑

[vk] in T. The
summation map

∑

[vk] 7→ [
∑

vk] : SPn(T) → T

is a homotopy equivalence, for T is homotopy-equivalent to C×, and the map

{zi} ∈ C× 7→
∏

[16i6n

(z − zi) : SPn(C×) → Cn−1 × C×

which assigns to an unordered n-tuple of nonvanishing complex numbers, the monic
polynomial with those elements as its zeros, is a homeomorphism. It follows that
the universal cover

˜SPn(T) = {(
∑

[tk], t) ∈ SPn(T)× R | t ≡
∑

tk mod Z}

of SPn(T) splits, via the map

(
∑

[tk], t) 7→ (
∑

[tk − t/n], t) : ˜SPn(T) ∼= SP0
n(T)× R

as a product.

2.2 A point of the standard simplex ∆n−1 is an ordered n-tuple x = (x1, . . . , xn)
of real numbers between zero and one, subject to the constraint

∑

xk = 1 ;

if we define

m(x) = n−1
∑

16k6n

kxk ,

then the sequence t1 = m(x), t2 = x1 + m(x), . . . , tn−1 = xn−2 + . . . + x1 +
m(x), tn = m(x)− xn of real numbers satisfies

∑

ti = n− 1 ,

with nonnegative interpoint distances

t2 − t1 = x1, t3 − t2 = x2, . . . , t1 − tn = xn .

If σ(x) = (x2, . . . , xn, x1) then

m(σ(x)) = m(x) + x1 − 1/n ,

so the sequence

m(x) + x1 − 1/n, m(x) + x2 + x1 − 1/n, . . . , m(x)− 1/n

associated to σ(x) differs by a cyclic shift and a translation by 1/n from the sequence
defined by x.

2.3 Let

x 7→ λ(x) =
∑

{tk} : ∆n−1 → SPn(R) .
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denote the result of forgetting the order on the points in this construction. Its
composition

x 7→ e(λ(x)) : ∆n−1 → SP0
n(T)

with the exponential takes values in the subspace of configurations on the circle
which sum to zero. The interior of the simplex maps onto the subspace of zero-sum
configurations with multiplicities at most one: indeed, any configuration of n distinct
points on the circle defines a sequence τ1, . . . , τn ∈ T, ordered counterclockwise from
zero, with interpoint distances xk = τk+1 − τk defining a point x in the interior of
the simplex. If we interpret these τ ’s to be real numbers in the unit interval, then

m(x) = n−1
∑

16k6n−1

k(τk+1 − τk) + (τ1 − τn)

can be rewritten as

τ1 + n−1[
∑

16k6n

(k − 1)τk −
∑

16k6n

kτk] = τ1 − n−1
∑

16k6n

τk ;

thus e ◦ λ applied to x recovers the original configuration, up to a translation by
n−1 ∑

τk. The sum of the τ ’s is by assumption an integer m, so the cyclic shift
σm(x) recovers the original configuration.

A similar argument shows that e ◦ λ is one-to-one on the interior of the simplex.
Its faces are defined by the vanishing of various barycentric coordinates; these faces
map to configurations with points of multiplicity greater than one, so degenerate
configurations which partition n into p parts correspond to faces of codimension
n − p. By induction the map is a bijection on these open faces, and is hence a
bijection on the whole of ∆n−1.

2.4 It follows that the (well-defined!) composition

λ ◦ [e ◦ λ]−1 : SP0
n(T) → SPn(R)

is a section of the map e restricted to the zero-sum configurations on the circle; it
defines an analog of the logarithm. If

˜log0 : SP0
n(T) → Rn−1

0 /Σn

denotes its composition with projection onto the first factor of SPn(R), then the
equation

˜log0(
∑

[tk]) =
∑

{tk} .

makes a certain amount of sense, and ˜log0 extends to define a section

˜log (
∑

[tk], t) = (
∑

{tk − t/n}, t/n) : ˜SPn(T) → SPn(R)

of the lift
∑

{vk} 7→ ẽ(
∑

{vk}) = (
∑

[vk], nv) : SPn(R) → ˜SPn(T)

of e to the universal cover (v being the average of the vk).
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The map e is equivariant with respect to the translation actions of R and T on
SPn(R) and SPn(T), so its lift ẽ is R-equivariant as well. The composition e ◦ λ
(or, more correctly, its inverse) is essentially just an identification of the quotient
of SPn(T) by the circle action, so it is unreasonable to hope that the sections
constructed here might be R-equivariant.

Nevertheless, the map ˜log is equivariant with respect to translation by the subgroup
Z of R.

3. A decomposition of the tangent bundle

3.1 Suppose, then, that V is a connected and simply-connected almost complex
manifold of real dimension 2n. The holonomy of the connection associated to a
Hermitian metric on V defines a T-invariant map

Ĥ : LV → Ûn = SPn(T) ,

and thus a lifting

H̃ : ˜LV → ˜SPn(T)

to a map of covers. The composition

η = ˜log ◦ H̃ : ˜LV → SPn(R)

continuously assigns to an element σ′ of the cover, a choice of n real eigenvalues of
−iDσ, whose eigenvectors (up to suitable twists by C(k)) span TσLV |[0,1). Let

σ′ 7→ Πσ′ := ⊕h∈η(σ′)Ph : Tσ′˜LV → Tσ′˜LV

be the function which assigns to σ′, the projection onto the span of the eigenvectors
supported in η(σ′). This is a continuous T-equivariant family of projections, and its
image

TV = Image Π ⊂ T˜LV

is a T-equivariant complex n-plane bundle over ˜LV . The equivariant bundle monomor-
phism

TV ⊗ (⊕k∈ZC(k)) → T˜LV

is a global analog of the local Fourier expansion in §1.2.

3.2 Covering translations will not preserve this decomposition, but §2.4 implies the
existence of an equivariant isomorphism

q∗TV ∼= TV ⊗ C(d) ,

such that the extension [6 §6.5]

1 → C× → H → Z× T→ 0

defined by the bilinear form

(k0, c0), (k1, c1) 7→ ck1
0 c−k0

1
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on Z× T acts on the polarization

T±˜LV = TV ⊗ (⊕k6,>0C(k)) ,

by a lift of the action of Z× T on ˜LV .
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